We present two novel models of document coherence and their application to information retrieval (IR). Both models approximate document coherence using discourse entities, e.g. the subject or object of a sentence. Our first model views text as a Markov process generating sequences of discourse entities (entity n-grams); we use the entropy of these entity n-grams to approximate the rate at which new information appears in text, reasoning that as more new words appear, the topic increasingly drifts and text coherence decreases. Our second model extends the work of Guinaudeau & Strube [28] that represents text as a graph of discourse entities, linked by different relations, such as their distance or adjacency in text. We use several graph topology metrics to approximate different aspects of the discourse flow that can indicate coherence, such as the average clustering or betweenness of discourse entities in text. Experiments with several instantiations of these models show that: (i) our models perform on a par with two other well-known models of text coherence even without any parameter tuning, and (ii) reranking retrieval results according to their coherence scores gives notable performance gains, confirming a relation between document coherence and relevance. This work contributes two novel models of document coherence, the application of which to IR complements recent work in the integration of document cohesiveness or comprehensibility to ranking [5, 56] .
INTRODUCTION
The extent to which text makes sense by introducing, explaining and linking its concepts and ideas through a sequence of semantically and logically related units of discourse is called coherence. Several models of text coherence exist. On a high level, these models capture text regularities or patterns predicted by a theory or otherwise hypothesised to indicate coherence. For instance, according to early discourse theories [26] , three core factors of text coherence are (i) the discourse purpose (intentional structure), (ii) the specific discourse items discussed (attentional structure), and (iii) the organisation of the discourse segments. Of these factors, coherence models have been presented for both intentional structure [44] , and discourse segments [4, 23] , but attentional structure has received the most attention and is the basis for most existing models of text coherence. One approach to attentional structure that has been used extensively in coherence models is Centering Theory [25, 31] (CT), which posits that a reader's attention is centered on a few salient entities in text, and that these exhibit patterns signalling the reader to switch or retain attention. A widely used application of CT is the entity grid model [3] , which assumes that coherence can be measured from sequences of repeated discourse entities, such as the subject and object of a sentence. In this work, we use the entity grid as our basis to propose two novel classes of models for document coherence.
Our first class of models calculates coherence using the information entropy [52] of the salient discourse entities in the entity grid. The information entropy rate of a document can be thought of as the rate at which new information ap-pears as one reads the document. The main idea is that, as more new information appears, the document becomes less focussed on a single topic, so its coherence decreases. This assumption, which is already verified in the literature [5] , is illustrated in Figure 1 , which juxtaposes the discourse flow between three entities (cat(s), mat(s), wet) and six entities (cat, mat, everything, wet, no one, rain) in texts A and B respectively. As entities are linked between sentences, i.e. repeated, text becomes more topically focussed and hence more coherent. However, when many new entities are introduced, since they are by definition not linked to previous discourse, the topic of the text becomes less clear and overall coherence decreases. To the best of our knowledge, discourse entropy has not been used for text coherence estimation before (there is however work on lexical entropy for text readability, which we discuss in Section 2).
Our second class of document coherence models maps the entity grid to graphs following Guinaudeau & Strube [28] , where entities are vertices, linked by various relations between them, e.g. distance or adjacency. The topologies of these graphs model the flow of discourse. We investigate whether graph properties, such as the clustering coefficient, or iterative graph ranking algorithms, such as PageRank, can approximate document coherence. This class of models extends work by Guinaudeau & Strube that used only a single such metric, namely outdegree, to calculate text coherence.
We present several instantiations of the above two classes of coherence models and we evaluate their effectiveness, first as coherence models per se, and second when integrated to information retrieval (IR). In the first case, we evaluate our coherence models in the standard sentence reordering task. We find that our models are more accurate than two well known baselines in coherence modelling (one of them being the entity grid [3] that we extend), even without any parameter tuning or training. In the second case, we investigate whether factoring coherence in the IR process improves retrieval precision, on the basis that coherence should be a reasonable predictor of relevance. Experiments with standard TREC Web track data show that reranking retrieval results according to their coherence scores improves retrieval precision, especially for the top 20 retrieved results.
In the rest of the paper, Section 2 overviews related work; Sections 3 & 4 present our entropy and graph based coherence models respectively; Section 5 discusses the experimental evaluation of these models, and Section 6 their limitations and future extensions. Sections 7 summarises our conclusions.
RELATED WORK
We overview the Natural Language Processing (NLP) literature on models of text coherence (Section 2.1), focussing in particular on those using discourse entities (Section 2.2). We also discuss related work on applying text coherence to improve NLP tasks and IR (Section 2.3).
Local and global coherence
A text can be coherent at a local and global level [20] . Local coherence is measured by examining the similarity between neighbouring text spans, e.g., the well-connectedness of adjacent sentences through lexical cohesion [29] , or entity repetition [27] . Global coherence, on the other hand, is measured through discourse-level relations connecting re-mote text spans across a whole text, e.g. sentences [35, 45] .
There is extensive work on local coherence that uses different approaches, including bag of words methods at sentence level [22] , sequences of content words (of length ≥ 3) at paragraph level [53] , local lexical cohesion information [2] , local syntactic cues [17] , and combining local lexical and syntactic features, e.g., term co-occurrence [38, 55] . Overall, various aspects of CT have long been used to model local coherence [37, 51] , including the well-known entity approaches that rank the repetition and syntactic realisation of entities in adjacent sentences [3, 17] .
There is also work on global coherence, focussing on the structure of a document as a whole [4, 13, 17, 23] . However, not many coherence models represent both local and global coherence, even though those two are connected: local coherence is a prerequisite for global coherence [3] , and there is psychological evidence that coherence on both local and global levels is manifested in text comprehension [57, 59] . Among the few models that capture both local and global text coherence is the sentence ordering model of Zhang [59] : on a local level, sentences are represented as concept vectors where concepts are equivalent to content words; on a global level, sentences are represented as vertices, and sentence relations as edges in a document graph.
Our work captures both local and global coherence as explained in Sections 3 & 4, which practically means that it can model document coherence both in the simple case of capturing adjacent discourse transitions like those illustrated in Figure 1 , but also in the more complex (yet more realistic) case of capturing non-adjacent discourse transitions like those illustrated in Figure 3 .
Entity based coherence models
The basis of our two coherence models is the entity grid [3] , which represents a document by its salient discourse entities and their syntactic roles, see Table 1 for example. The entity grid indicates the location of each discourse entity in a document, which is important for coherence modelling because mentions of an entity tend to appear in clusters of neighbouring sentences in coherent documents. This last assumption is adapted from CT where consecutive utterances are regarded as more coherent if they keep mentioning the same entities [27, 51] . There are several extensions and variations of the entity grid, including adaptations for German [21] , coupled with extensions integrating high level sentence structure [14] ; extensions integrating writing quality features (e.g. word variety and style indicators) [9] ; extensions of the original entity grid (which captures sentence-to-sentence entity transitions) to capture term occurrences in sentenceto-sentence relation sequences [41] ; extensions focussing on syntactic regularities [44] ; a topical entity grid that considers topical information instead of only discourse entities [18] ; and extensions incorporating modifiers and named entity types into the entity grid to distinguish important from less important entities [19] . A recent extension [28] maps the entity grid into a graph where coherence is calculated as the average outdegree of the nodes in the graph. While this model is only presented as a local coherence model, it does represent both local and global coherence: entities are represented as nodes in a graph representing the document, allowing to connect entities occurring in non-adjacent sentences, hence spanning globally in the document. The coherence models we present in this paper employ the entity grid of [3] , but use several novel computations based on this grid: first entropy, and second an extension of the work of Guinaudeau & Strube [28] with several more complex graph metrics than outdegree.
Applications of text coherence
Apart from being an interesting problem in itself, coherence models and hence coherence prediction are important to a variety of NLP tasks and applications, such as summarisation [2, 4, 11, 40, 59] , machine translation [40, 58] , separating conversational threads [18] , text fluency/reading difficulty detection [7, 48, 50] , grammars for natural language generation [1, 36, 37] , genre classification [3] , sentence insertion [12] and sentence ordering [3, 33, 34] . In IR in particular, the document coherence scores produced by our models can be seen as similar to several document quality measures that have been used in the past to improve retrieval. Examples of document quality include, for instance, document complexity, which Mikk [47] predicts using a corrected term frequency measure based on word commonness. In the context of web search in particular, document quality has been studied extensively. For instance, Bendersky et al. [5] estimate the quality of web documents by features indicating readability, layout and ease-of-navigation, such as: the number of terms that are rendered visible by a web browser; the number of terms in the title; the average number of characters of visible terms on the page (used also as an estimate of readability by [32] ); the fraction of anchor text on the page (used also as discriminative of content by [49] ); the fraction of text that is rendered visible by a web browser, compared to the full source of the page (also known as information-tonoise ratio and used as feature of document quality in [60] ); the stopword/non-stopword ratio of the page; and the lexical entropy of the page, computed over the terms occurring in the document. In fact, Bendersky et al. use this type of lexical entropy as an estimate of document cohesiveness, reasoning that documents with lower entropy will tend to be more cohesive and more focussed on a single topic. This inversely proportional relation between text entropy and its cohesiveness is also used in our model; the difference is that we compute the discourse entropy (entropy of discourse entity n-grams), whereas Bendersky et al. compute the lexical entropy (entropy of individual words).
Tan et al. [56] also present a model of text comprehensibility using lexical features, such as bag of words, word length and sentence length, to approximate semantic and syntactic complexity. They build a classifier that uses these features to assign a comprehensibility score to each document, and then rerank retrieved documents according to this comprehensibility score. We also rerank results using our coherence scores, and like [56] , find this to be effective. The difference of our work to that of Tan et al. is that (i) our coherence scores are not produced by a classifier but they are computed either as entropy or graph centrality approximations without tuning parameters; and (ii) we do not use lexical frequency statistics, but solely discourse entities, e.g. subject, object, which we consider better approximations of semantic complexity than lexical frequency features.
MODEL I: DISCOURSE ENTROPY FOR DOCUMENT COHERENCE
Our first coherence model uses information entropy. En- SAMPLE TEXT 1 "One", the old man said; his hope and his confidence had never gone. 2 "Two", the boy said. 3 "Two", the old man agreed; "you didn't steal them?" 4 "I would", the boy said, "but I bought these.". 5 "Thank you", the old man said.
ENTITY GRID
tropy has been used in various areas e.g., lossless data compression [30] , or cryptography [10] . See Berger et al. [6] for an older but comprehensive introduction to entropy for NLP. Information entropy is the expected value of the information content of a random variable. If a document is seen as a sequence of N i.i.d. events a1a2 · · · aN , the entropy is, roughly, a measure of the average "surprise" of observing an event ai. For example, if all events occur with equal probability, the entropy is high; however if a single event occurs much more frequently than others, the entropy is low (the average surprise is low as a single event will occur very often, as expected).
For a positive integer n, we may consider the probability p(ai|ai−1 · · · ai−n) of observing event ai given the preceding n events. In this case, the entropy, roughly, measures the average surprise of seeing event ai given the history of n-preceding events (a so-called n-gram). In particular, if the events are discourse entities, low entropy will occur if only a few distinct discourse entities can occur, on average, after each n-gram of other discourse entities. In contrast, if new discourse entities are being introduced throughout the text independently of the preceding entities, e.g., recall the example in Figure 1 , high entropy will occur. Based on these observations, we compute a document coherence score as the reciprocal entropy of a random variable constructed from the probability of discourse entities in the document. We next describe how we compute this probability of discourse entities (Section 3.1) and the final coherence score per document (Section 3.2).
Discourse entities and their probabilities
We build an entity grid as per Barzilay and Lapata [3] : the rows correspond to the sentences of a document d, in order, and each column corresponds to a salient entity occurring in the sentence, in order of their occurrence in d. The entry in each row and column of the grid is the syntactic role of the corresponding salient entity. We use the syntactic roles of subject (s) and object (o) because they are the most important discourse items [3] , denoting respectively the actor and the entity that is acted upon. Table 1 displays an example of the entity grid built from an excerpt of Hemmingway's "The Old Man and the Sea". For instance, MAN is a discourse entity occurring as a subject in sentences 1, 3, and 5.
We propose to measure coherence using entropy in the following way. From the entity grid, we extract n-grams of entities in the order they occur in the text, i.e. per row in the grid. We then compute the probability of each entity n-gram using the standard maximum likelihood language modelling frequency approximations (more elaborate approximations are also possible, see for instance [46] , but we choose this for simplicity in this preliminary work). That is, for an 1-gram, we compute the probability p(ei) of a discourse entity ei in document d as:
where f (ei) is the frequency of ei in d, and |E| is the total frequency of all discourse entities in d. Similarly, for a 2-gram, we compute the probability p(ei|ei−1) of entity ei following entity ei−1 as:
where f (ei−1, ei) is the number of times that entity ei occurs as the first entity after entity ei−1 in d. The resulting probability distributions may be smoothed by standard methods (e.g., Dirichlet or Good-Turing). For simplicity we do not do so in this basic model. We use these probabilities to compute entropy as explained next.
Entropy and coherence scores
Formally, the entropy, H(X), of a discrete random variable variable X with sample space Ω is:
where p(x) = Pr(X = x) for all x ∈ Ω. We model each document as a Markov process generating discourse entities. For a k-order Markov process, the probability of generating a discourse entity ei depends solely on the preceding n-gram of discourse entities. Using Equation 3 it is straightforward to obtain explicit expressions for the entropy of the probability distribution generating events. For instance, for k = 0, 1, the resulting expressions are, respectively:
where Ω is the set of all discourse entities E in the document, p(ei) is computed using Equation 1, and p(ei|ei−1) is computed using Equation 2. Subscripts 0,1 denote the order of the entropy model, which increases as the value n of the n-gram increases. Our document coherence score is then the reciprocal of this entropy value:
to boost low entropy scoring documents according to our assumption that coherence and entropy are inversely related.
The value of C is always non-negative, but has no upper bound. So we normalise it as follows:
where Cmax is the maximum value of C across all documents in the collection for a k-order model. The division by Cmax is a simple normalisation of the coherence scores of the documents in the collection. Other normalisation approaches can also be used, which, if parameterised, can result in better performing models than the ones we report. In this preliminary work, we use this basic normalisation. In addition, different values of k give different orders of the Markov process, hence different coherence model instantiations, and hence distinct coherence scores. In this work, we experiment with 0-order, 1-order and 2-order models, as explained in Section 5. Our entropy coherence model captures only local coherence through entity transitions occurring within sentences. We next present a family of models that capture both local and global coherence through entity transitions between both adjacent and non-adjacent sentences in a document.
MODEL II: DISCOURSE GRAPH MET-RICS FOR DOCUMENT COHERENCE
We represent a document d as a directed bipartite graph where each node in the first partition is a sentence, and each node in the second partition is a discourse entity. There is an edge from a sentence-node to an entity-node iff the sentence contains the entity. This representation was first suggested by Guinaudeau & Strube [28] . Using this directed bipartite graph, we can build an undirected graph whose nodes are sentences and where there is an edge between two distinct nodes iff they share at least one common entity. This undirected graph can be unweighted or weighted; if weighted, the weight can reflect salient properties of the document and sentences, e.g. the distance of the sentences in the text. An example of a bipartite graph and its corresponding undirected graph is shown in Figure 2 . Table 1 (left) and the corresponding (unweighted) undirected graph (right). S marks sentence nodes and e entities extracted from the entity grid.
The intuition is that as these graphs model relationships between sentences and entities, properties of the graphs will reflect the coherence of a document, as in coherent text, sentences occurring close to each other should have closely related entities. Guinaudeau and Strube [28] use only the outdegree of such graphs constructed from discourse entities to calculate a coherence score. Note that while Guinaudeau and Strube write that their model only takes local coherence into account, the bipartite graph can also be used to reason about global coherence, as it models connections be-tween non-adjacent sentences. We extend the approach of Guinaudeau and Strube by experimenting with a number of other graph metrics that capture various aspects of the topology of the graphs (and accordingly, we conjecture, the narrative flow of the text). Our methodology consists of two main steps: (i) we build, for each d, a discourse entity graph (Section 4.1), and (ii) we compute our proposed graph topology measures and use these as coherence scores for each document d (Section 4.2). We next describe these steps in detail.
Building discourse entity graphs
For a document d containing N sentences s = {si, . . . , sN } :
denotes a sentence and u ∈ U an entity found in the entity grid that can be shared by multiple nodes in V .Ĝ d is called the bipartite graph of d. The labelling of the nodes is used to retain the order in which the sentences represented by nodes occur in d.
We denote by G d = (V, E) the undirected graph with V nodes and E edges where v, u ∈ V are nodes in V and (v, u) ∈ E is an edge between pairs of nodes v, u ∈ V with a non-zero real-valued weight. A node v ∈ V denotes a sentence in d and an edge (v, u) ∈ E between nodes v, u ∈ V corresponds to an entity shared by v and u. G d is called the projection graph of d.
Using graph metrics for coherence scores
We use several graph metrics applied to the graphsĜ d and G d associated to document d. Each metric produces a separate coherence score for d. We present these next.
PageRank
PageRank [8] is a vertex ranking metric that gives higher scores to the best connected vertices in a graph. The PageRank score of a node in a graph depends on its indegree and the PageRank scores of those nodes linking to it (the latter being considered as recommendation). Formally, the PageRank of G d is given by:
where PR(u) is the PageRank of u, dv is the number of edges incident on node v, and c is a damping factor (typically c = 0.85). We hypothesise that a lower median PageRank score is indicative of a more coherent document: as G d becomes more connected, the relative importance of each node or sentence decreases in the PageRank score. We use the median rather than the average because the average PageRank score does not distinguish between star-graphs (where all but one node are connected to the single remaining node, and no other edges occur) and path graphs (where the nodes occur in sequence); however, path graphs intuitively correspond to coherent discourse flow whereas star graphs do not. So we propose that the final coherence score of d is the median PageRank of nodes of G d :
Clustering Coefficient
The clustering coefficient (CC) measures the extent to which the neighbours of a node in G d are connected to each other. We hypothesise that a lower clustering coefficient score is indicative of a more coherent document: the fact that the neighbours of any given node in G d are themselves connected suggests that this node's importance to the overall discourse is very low; if no neighbours are connected, all nodes are equally important for coherence.
We compute the coherence score of d as the global clustering coefficient of G d :
where δ(u) is the number of closed triplets containing u, and τ (u) is the total number of open and closed triplets containing u (a triplet is a subset of V containing exactly three nodes. A triplet is open if exactly two of its three nodes are connected, and closed if all three nodes are connected).
Betweenness
The betweenness of a node u measures the fraction of shortest paths in G d that contain u. We hypothesise that a higher average betweenness score for the nodes of G d is indicative of a more coherent document: a coherent document d in our context should resemble a path graph where a sentence is connected only to the preceding and next sentence.
We compute the coherence score of d as the average of all betweenness scores in G d :
where βs,t(u) is the number of shortest paths between s and t in V containing u, and βs,t is the total number of shortest paths between s and t.
Entity distance
The entity distance between two sentences u and v is the smallest number of words occurring between u and v that do not contain an entity shared by u and v. We reason that a short entity distance implies that shared entities between u and v aid the flow of the text, whereas a high distance means that many other entities are mentioned in between u and v, implying topic drift, and hence lower coherence.
We compute the coherence score of d as the inverse of the average entity distance over all entities shared by two or more sentences:
where |S| is the number of sentences in d, E is the set of entities of d occurring in at least two distinct sentences, and li(e) and lj(e) are the locations of entity e in the document. For example, for sentence si, the location of entity e could be the 20th term in d, and for si+1, e could be the 30th term in d.
Adjacent Topic Flow (ATF)
We propose an adjacent topic flow (ATF) metric, which is, roughly, the average of the reciprocal number of shared entities between adjacent sentences. In a coherent document, consecutive sentences should share common entities between them to relate current discourse to past discourse: the fewer shared entities (minimum one) between adjacent sentences, the more focused the discourse and the more coherent the text. We compute the coherence score of d as the average reciprocal of the union of entities between adjacent sentences:
where s1, . . . , sN are the sentences in the document and σ(si, si+1) is the union of entities from sentences si and si+1. The intuition is that adjacent sentences should share entities, but if the union of their entity sets is large this strains the focus of the reader as these entities need not be necessarily linked to previous discourse.
Adjacent Weighted Topic Flow (AWTF)
The ATF metric determines if a pair of adjacent sentences share a single entity irrespective of whether several entities are shared. Thus, a text with two (or more) main topics (e.g. security and heartbleed) mentioned in adjacent sentences would not be detected. For coherence, more shared entities can be seen as more salient words aiding the reader to retain focus as more links exist between current and past discourse. We present a version of ATF called Adjacent Weighted Topic Flow (AWTF) where we weigh a document according to the number of entities shared by adjacent sentences. The resulting coherence score is:
where ω(si, si+1) is the number of shared entities.
Non adjacent Topic Flow Metrics
ATF and AWTF rely on local coherence between adjacent sentences to capture global coherence. However, a coherent text may contain discourse gaps where several topics are treated locally, then abandoned, yet later on picked up again. For example, consider a document with three paragraphs of which two are on the same topic as illustrated in Figure 3 . Figure 3 adjacent-based topic flow metric would find no coherence between the first two and last two sentences. Conversely, Figure 1(C) shows that a non-adjacent topic flow metric would find some coherence between the first and last sentence in the second comparison (indicated by the number 2) as they are on the same topic.
We define two coherence models (i) non-adjacent topic flow (nATF) and (ii) on non-adjacent weighted topic flow (nAWTF), with corresponding coherence scores:
and
whereÊ is the number of all entities in d shared between at least two sentences. IfÊ = 0, we set COHnAW T F = 0 reflecting that there is no coherence in the document. Strictly speaking, Equations 13-16 are not graph centrality metrics but as our bipartite graph is a labelled graph all are invariant under graph isomorphism.
We next evaluate the above graph-based models, as well as the entropy models of document coherence presented in Section 3.
EVALUATION
First we evaluate the accuracy of our coherence models in Section 5.1, and then retrieval precision when reranking documents according to their coherence scores in Section 5.2.
Experiment 1: Coherence Model Accuracy

Experimental Setup
We evaluate our coherence models in the sentence reordering task, which is standard for coherence evaluation. The main idea is that we scramble the order of the sentences in each document, and subsequently then determine the number of times the original document is deemed more coherent than its permutations. Specifically, for each original document do in a dataset, we reorder its sentences 20 times, producing 20 permutations di : i ∈ [1, . . . , 20]. We assume that the more sentences are reordered, the less coherent di becomes on average; this assumption has been validated with human assessments [41] . We run our coherence model on all (do, di) pairs, and measure accuracy by considering as true positive each case where do gets a higher coherence score than its di permutation.
We use the earthquakes and accidents dataset 1 , which has been used in previous work on coherence prediction [3] , so that we can directly compare our coherence model to the state of the art. This dataset contains relatively clean, curated articles about earthquakes from the North American News Corpus and narratives from the National Transportation Safety Board, of relatively short length and not much variation in document length (statistics in Table 2 ). We identify entities in documents using the Stanford parser 2 . Due to the steep increase in parsing time as sentence length increases, we only consider sentences of 60 terms or less, which is approximately 3 times the average length of a sentence in English [54] . If a sentence is longer than 60 terms, we do not exclude it, but rather cut it at length 60, to speed up processing. Our baselines are (i) Barzilay and Lapata's original entity grid model [3] , and (ii) Barzilay and Lee's well-known HMMbased model [4] . We do not use Guidnaudeau and Strube's indegree model [28] as they use a different dataset. For the remaining baselines, we compare the tuned scores reported in [3] with untuned scores of our models. Table 3 presents the accuracy and statistical significance of the sentence reordering experiments. Our models are overall comparable to the baselines. Our 0-order entropy model outperforms both baselines for both datasets. As its order increases, its performance decreases (but still outperforms both baselines for the accidents dataset). This happens because as the order of our model grows, we expect to find fewer higher-frequency n-grams because our model will rely on increasingly longer sequences of entities. This results in overall higher entropy scores. For example, a 2gram and 3-gram coherence model of the example entity grid in Table 1 would result in these respective entropy scores H(2) = 3.2776 and H(3) = 3.3219, which grow as the value of n in the n-gram increases.
Sentence Reordering Findings
Looking at cases where our entropy model errs, we see that there is a potentially negative bias of our model against shorter documents. As our entropy model scores document coherence using the frequency of entity transitions that occur in a document, short documents are at a disadvantage. For example, a very short document of only one sentence where all n-grams occur exactly once will receive a very high entropy score (hence very low coherence score). The minimum number of sentences found in documents in our data were 2 and 3 for the earthquakes and accidents datasets respectively. Our entropy model will very likely deem these documents as incoherent, even if they are not.
Regarding our graph coherence metrics, the PageRank, betweenness, entity distance, ATF, nATF and nAWTF variants also outperform the baselines at all times. Entity distance and betweenness are overall best, outperforming our entropy model too. Both entity distance and betweenness measure the same feature, that is distance between discourse entities, but in different ways: betweenness in terms of shortest path in the graph; entity distance in terms of absolute number of terms separating the entities. It seems that this distance, measured in either way, is more discriminative of coherence than e.g. any clustering or recommendation of discourse entities captured by the clustering coefficient or PageRank respectively.
Overall, manual inspection of the documents where most of our models failed reveals two main reasons for this: (I) These documents contain sentences of very large length, exceeding the 60 term limit we have defined. As we artificially cut these sentences at 60 terms, the discourse flow of the text is disturbed. Moreover, several very long sentences tend to Table 3 : Coherence accuracy in the sentence reordering task.
±% is the difference from the strongest baseline and bold means ≥ strongest baseline. * marks statistical significance at the 0.05 interval using the paired t-test and ‡ means best overall.
Method
Earthquakes Accidents Acc.
±% Acc. ±% BASELINES Entity grid model [3] 69.7%* -67.0* -HMM-based model [4] introduce a large number of new entities into the discourse, which may be topically relevant but not necessarily identical, e.g. . . . accommodation with a bed, table, cupboard, attached washroom, television, broadband Internet facility, telephone, small kitchen with facilities to prepare tea, coffee, etc. (II) The versions of our models that concentrate on entities shared by adjacent sentences risk underperforming, because about 50% of the sentences in English are estimated not to share any entities and 60% of them to be related by weak discourse relations [43] . E.g., for journalistic texts like the earthquake dataset, the spatial proximity of sentences does not necessarily correlate with their semantic relatedness, as related sentences can be placed at the beginning and the end for emphasis [59] . Indeed in Table 3 our two adjacent topic flow metrics ATF and AWTF have lower accuracy in the earthquakes than accident dataset, and also compared to their non-adjacent versions (nATF and nAWTF). Note that this spatial proximity limitation is a major disadvantage of all models of local text coherence, not only ours. We discuss this point in Section 6. Overall, our untuned models perform on par with the tuned baselines, occasionally outperforming them. Motivated by the good performance of our coherence models, we next study their potential usefulness to retrieval.
Experiment 2: Retrieval with Coherence
Experimental Setup
We now test whether our document coherence scores can be useful to retrieval. Our assumption is that more coherent documents are likely to be more relevant. To test this we rerank the top 1000 documents retrieved by a baseline model according to their coherence scores. Our baseline ranking model is a unigram, query likelihood, Dirichlet-smoothed, language model. Let RSV be the baseline retrieval status value of a document, and COH be the coherence score of a document computed as per any of our coherence models (Equations 7-16). For our entropy coherence model we use only the 0-order variant, as this performed best in the sentence reranking task. We use a simple linear combination [16] to compute the reranked RSV of each document, denoted RSV :
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a smoothing parameter controlling the effect of RSV over COH.
We use Indri 5.8 3 for indexing and retrieval without stemming or stopword removal. We use the ClueWeb09 cat.B 4 test collection with queries 150-200 from the Web AdHoc track of TREC 2012. ClueWeb09 contains free text crawled from the web, likely to be more noisy and containing documents that are overall longer and with more variation in document length than in the earthquakes and accidents dataset. We remove spam from ClueWeb09 using the spam rankings of Cormack et al. [15] with a percentile-score < 90 indicating spam. This threshold is stricter than the one recommended in [15] , practically meaning that we remove many more documents assumed to be spam. This reduces the number of documents from ca. 50 million to ca. 16 million. We apply such strict spam filtering for the following reason: as we hypothesise that a lower entropy scoring document will be more coherent, documents containing the same repeated entities will be judged more coherent. For example, a document containing only the sentence free domains, free domains, free domains would receive an entropy score of 0 (i.e., highest coherence) but is, arguably, not very coherent. While this problem does not occur in the earthquakes and accidents dataset, spam documents are plentiful in ClueWeb09 [15] which is why apply such a strict threshold when removing spam from this collection. We evaluate retrieval with Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of the first relevant result, Precision at 10 (P@10), Mean Average Precision (MAP) of the top 1000 results, and Expected Reciprocal Rank at 20 (ERR@20).
The baseline and our reranking method include parameters µ and α that we tune using 5-fold cross-validation. We report the average of the five test folds. We vary the ranking baseline's µ ∈ {100,500,800,1000,2000,3000,4000,5000,8000, 10000}; and the reranking parameter α ∈ {0.5..1} in steps of 0.05. Table 4 displays the retrieval results. We see that reranking documents by their coherence score overall outperforms the baseline in terms of retrieval precision, with few exceptions. Specifically, the MRR gains vary between +66.2% and +170.9%, which practically translates to a boosting of the first relevant document by moving it approximately one position higher in the ranking on average. The P@10 gains vary between +13.1% and +83.8%, which practically translates to an increase of the portion of relevant documents found in the top 10 from less than 2 in the baseline to over 3 documents on average, except once (for entity distance). This gaining trend also applies to the top 20 retrieved results, as can be seen by the improvements in ERR@20. However, looking at MAP for the top 1000 retrieved documents we see only marginal gains and twice drops in performance (for entropy and entity distance). This means that coherence improves mainly early precision, i.e. has the potential to refine the very top of the ranked list, but not alter it significantly at more depth.
Retrieval Findings
Interestingly, while entity distance was among the best performing models in the sentence reranking task (Table 3) , it is the weakest performing model when integrated to retrieval. This complements previous findings in the litera- ture showing that, when using an NLP component in IR, higher NLP accuracy does not necessarily result in higher retrieval performance [24] . The reason why entity distance underperforms when integrated to retrieval compared to sentence reranking could be the different dataset characteristics: earthquakes and accidents include relatively short documents (roughly 240 terms long on average) that are fairly uniform (on average 65 terms of mean absolute deviation), see Table 2 . ClueWeb09 on the other hand includes documents that are longer (1461 terms long on average) and more heterogeneous in style and size. In fact, quite a few of the ClueWeb09 documents are Wikipedia articles, which are fairly long and organised in thematic subsections, meaning that salient entities might be introduced, then dropped for a while, and later on picked up again in different subsections. This is likely to affect negatively entity distance, much more than our other coherence metrics, as it is the only metric that measures the actual distance in words between occurrences of the same entity in different sentences. So, for those documents where this distance varies wildly, reaching both very low and very high numbers, the entity distance will produce notably different coherence scores for different documents, rendering a comparison between documents on the basis of these scores difficult. Finally, note that the baseline scores in Table 4 are not directly comparable to the ones reported in the literature when using no spam filter or another spam filter threshold, because the stricter the spam filtering, the smaller the final dataset used for retrieval and the higher the risk of removing relevant documents. Indeed, it has been reported that for ClueWeb09 cat.B, removing spam results in overall lower precision [5, 42] . We also anecdotally report that several documents among the ones we removed as spam were assessed as relevant in the TREC relevance judgements.
Overall we conclude that the improvements in Table 4 show that coherence can be a discriminative feature of relevance.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We now discuss interesting caveats of our coherence models and potential solutions.
One weakness of our coherence models, and of the entity grid in fact, is in capturing the contribution of newly introduced entities to discourse: it is long assumed that repeated mentions of the same entities contribute to coherence; however, related-yet-not-identical entities also contribute to text coherence. To our knowledge, this is something that occurs frequently in text but that is not yet captured by automatic models of coherence prediction. Doing so would require a richer set of metrics and representations, involving for instance methods long used in IR for detecting near-synonyms, such as WordNet-type ontologies, or term associations extracted from large scale query logs or other relevant corpora. This is an interesting research direction that we intend to follow in the future.
A further limitation of our coherence models is the selection of salient discourse entities: following [3] , we consider all subjects and objects as salient discourse entities. This assumption implies that (a) all subjects and objects are equally salient in text, and (b) all subjects and objects are topical (as opposed to having a modifying or periphrastic role in the discourse). However, neither of these assumptions is true. Assumption (a) could be removed by including some salience weighting component in the selection of entities. In the past, this has been attempted through the use of linguistic features, such as modifiers and named entity types [19] . It will be interesting to see if we can also use statistical approximations to this end, looking into the rich IR literature in term weighting. Assumption (b) could be removed by including a similar topical weighting component, such as in [18] . In the case where coherence scores are used for IR, it makes sense to align this topical detection to the query topic, so that, for instance, coherence is computed only for documents whose topic is relevant to the query topic. Such a tight integration of coherence modelling to ranking would be an interesting direction to explore in future work.
CONCLUSIONS
Modelling text coherence is an area that has received a lot of interest, with a surge of automatic methods in the last decade. We presented two novel classes of models of document coherence which extend the well-known entity grid representation [3] . Our first model approximates coherence as the inverse of the discourse entropy in text, based on the assumption that repeated entities in text, which have low entropy, indicate higher coherence. Our second class of coherence models map the entity grid of a document into a graph, as proposed by Guinaudeau & Strube [28] , and then approximate document coherence using different metrics of graph topology and their variations. The assumption is that the discourse flow of a document can be reflected in the topology of its entity graph, hence any regularities of the former may be measured from the latter.
We report two experiments. In the first, we find that our coherence models are comparable to two well-known text coherence models. Given that our models are completely untuned, their performance may be further improved through smoothing. In the second experiment, we find that using our coherence scores to rerank retrieved documents improves retrieval precision, especially for the top 1-20 results.
Overall, this work contributes two novel classes of document coherence models that approximate coherence from discourse entity n-grams. Their application to retrieval complements recent work in IR showing a positive relation between relevance and document cohesiveness or comprehensibility [5, 56] (albeit computed differently than we do). This is a promising research direction for IR that we intend to pursue in the future.
